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Purpose
Collaboration has been widely identified as essential for the successfully implementating a
wide range of programs and initiatives. However, major challenges of collaboration,
particularly in large community initiatives, are the need for multiple stakeholders to develop
strategic partnerships around a shared purpose, suffiecient time, and compromise
(Appleton-Dyer et al., 2012; Marek, Brock, & Savla, 2015). Due to the importance of
collaboration in achieving desired outcomes, the readiness of stakeholders (including
organizations and community members) to collaborate and quality of relationships between
stakeholders are paramount.
Community coalitions have been increasingly recognized as one of the best methods for
enacting macro-level change (Clark et al., 2010). They can cultivate trust and
communication among stakeholders, as well as leverage and mobilize the talents,
resources, and strategies of individuals and organizations within the community (Whitt,
1993). Despite the distinct challenges of building and maintaining an effective community
coalition, they can provide great benefits to both their members and the community
constituents they serve by building an interdependent system to problem-solve and
facilitate opportunities.
There is currently a knowledge gap about how to effectively evaluate and support
collaboration in coalition settings, including considerations about why it is important to
engage, how to evaluate initial readiness to engage in something new, and how to best
understand motivation and capacity to contribute as well as initial levels of trust and
communication. Therefore, the purpose of this project was to explore strategies to build and
measure readiness for relationships between police, community partners, and community
members using the R=MC2 readiness approach and relational coordination (RC). An article
expanding on the conceptual model of the integration of R=MC2+RC drawing from this work
is currently in press (Hajjar, Cook, Domlyn, Alia Ray, Laird, D & Wandersman, 2020).
The three primary focus areas of this report are:
• The processes utilized for building readiness for relationships
• Changes in trust and relationships
• Adaptations to measurement and evaluation methods
Project findings and lessons learned around readiness and relationships are organized using
the four keys to success (Wandersman, 2009), which identifies the importance of theory,
implementation, evaluation, and resource/support system when addressing social
challenges. A formative evaluation approach was used to understand and refine each of the
four keys.
Project Description
This report summarizes lessons learned from a pilot study that serves as a case example of
an intentional focus and integration of readiness and relationships to build collaboration.
Serve & Connect is a non-profit located in South Carolina with a mission to ignite positive
change and strengthening communities through positive police-community partnerships.
Serve & Connect often focuses on communities with the most disinvestment and with
histories of mistrust. For its pilot COMPASS initiative, Serve & Connect worked as a
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boundary spanner in the 29203 zipcode of Columbia, South Carolina to facilitate connection
and collaboration of community stakeholders. North Columbia spans approximately sixtythree square miles and has nearly 40,000 residents. In the community, 82% of residents
identify as Black or African American. The median household income for the community is
nearly 30% less that the stat’s median income, and 33% of the residents live below the
fedral poverty line (compared with the national average of 12.3%). In this high need
community, there are also high rates of violent crime and a history of tension between
residents and police. It is a community known for being “high in things that are bad and low
in things that are good.”
Stakeholders in North Columbia identified youth safety and youth empowerment as a
particular area that police, residents, and community organizations all felt was of particular
importance in the community. The COMPASS initiative in 29203 focused on the North
Columbia Youth Empowerment Initiative (NCYEI) and the processes used to understand and
build the relationships within the community and the readiness of stakeholders at different
levels to begin working together towards shared goals. The specific goals of the NCYEI are
to:
1. Improve youth efficacy, safety, and confidence for achieving positive outcomes
through improved relationships and interactions between police, community
organizations, and youth.
2. Magnify the potential for youth to thrive via strengthened community
connections, accessibility of resources that matter, and elevation of community
voice and shared power.

Theory
COMPASS is a four-phase model guided by best practices evidence on the processes that
drive authentic community transformation; it facilitates positive community-level change
through effective collaboration between police, residents, youth and community
organizations. Table 1 shows the four phases of COMPASS. This report focuses on phases 1
and 2—the period between the kick-off of the NCYEI in November 2018 through the July
2019 Summer Series of community events.

Table 1. COMPASS Stages
Phase I:

Cultivating Trust and Establishing Shared Community Vision
A foundation of trust is established by listening to understand community
challenges and opportunities for change. A shared, community vision id
identified that will contribute to addressing the correlates of poverty and crime.

Phase II: Stakeholder Engagement, Readiness & Relationships
This phase focuses on systematically engaging diverse stakeholders, identifying
needs and resources, setting goals, and action planning. Serve & Connect works
closely with diverse stakeholders to optimize their ability to work together
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towards shared goals. Together, we map needs and assets and establish a
shared voice, vision, and action for community development. There is an
emphasis placed on elevating community voices, especially those with lived
experiences who have been historically marginalized.
Phase III: Systematic Assessment, Implementation, Evaluation
This phase focuses on quantitative assessment, implementation, and evaluation.
In partnership with community stakeholders, coalition partners engage in
sensemaking about baseline results and identify, tailor and implement best
practices to address needs. Guided by the community-designed goals, Serve &
Connect provides support for quality implementation that leads to improvements
in community safety.
Phase IV: Sustainability
We help create the conditions necessary to support the long-term sustainability
of coalition efforts. This may include community leadership development and
building coalition capacity led by coalition leaders. The goal is to ensure that the
collaborations fostered through our work last for years to come, something that
is necessary for true systems transformation.

The COMPASS model was refined through work in 29203 to include more explicit inclusion of
readiness and relationships. In phase II this occurred through the joint development of the
coalition’s purpose and socialization of stakeholders to the R=MC2 and RC models. An
example of a challenge, solution and evidence of success around theory is presented below.
Challenge. The NCYEI identified a need for a unified vision, along with goals and an
understanding of existing resources and relationships available to the community.
Solution. A community visioning day event was held during which community partners,
community members, and police came together to discuss the vision for the initiative,
resources and relationships that could be leveraged, and to learn about how readiness and
RC could aid the process.
Evidence of Success. Out of conversations and activities at the community visioning day, a
community model for 29203 was developed (see below).
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Participants also reported positive opinions about understanding material presented at the
event (including RC and R=MC2; on a 5 point Likert-scale; morning sessions M=4.8,
afternoon M=4.3), value of the materials (morning M=4.4, afternoon M=4.3), inclusivity
and engagement of sessions (morning M=4.7, afternoon M=4.8), and the relevance for
29203 (morning M=4.7, afternoon M=4.6)
Regarding the community visioning event, participants overall responded positively.
Respondents noted that the most valuable parts of the day were networking and
knowledge- sharing and defining youth empowerment. Less valuable aspects were noted as
the imbalance of talking versus action planning, and several lamented that the day would
have been more constructive if all participants stayed throughout the day and if more youth
were present (two students who attended high school in 29203 were present in the morning
session, but were unable to stay for the entire event). Opinions on the mapping exercises
were mixed.

Table 2. Summative Event Survey (N = 12)
Question

Mean

Median

Mode

Range

The purpose of today was clearly stated.

4.4

5

5

3-5

The event agenda was followed.

4.2

5

5

2-5

The event time was managed effectively.

4.2

5

5

3-5

The event’s objectives were met.

4.2

4.5

5

2-5
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Everyone was encouraged to actively participate.

4.8

5

5

4-5

Leadership was balanced among event participants.

4.5

5

5

2-5

The group worked well together.

4.5

5

5

3-5

Decisions were made as a group.

4.3

5

5

3-5

I was comfortable expressing my ideas and
opinions.

4.4

5

5

1-5

I felt my ideas and opinions were heard.

4.3

5

5

1-5

I felt my time today was well spent.

4.3

5

5

2-5

A mapping activity provided additional themes about the relationships and connections
within the community. Maps indicated fairly strong connections between youth and schools
and parents and schools in the community. Weak connections were reported between youth
and law enforcement, as well as parents and law enforcement. There was variability in how
connected groups thought faith-based organizations, non-profits, the library, and parks &
recreation were. Mental health services were not connected to other community assets.
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Regarding the initiative, participants overall responded positively. There was a high
excitement and perceived value of this effort for North Columbia, and a general willingness
and ability of attendees to contribute their time to the initiative. Respondents noted that the
most promising parts of the initiative are the connections, collaborations, and increased
communication it will forge. Some questions remain for respondents, particularly around
clarifying the overarching goal of the initiative and what the process will look like. Some
individuals are additionally concerned about the time it will take for the initiative and their
own involvement. One suggestion was to provide all event attendees with a list of fellow
participants’ contact information and affiliation so that their networking and resource
sharing may begin immediately.

Table 3. Perception Survey on NCYEI (N = 12)
Question

Mean

Median

Mode

Range

I understand the purpose of NCYEI.

4.0

4

4

2-5

I think NCYEI could be valuable for North Columbia.

4.7

5

5

3-5

I think achieving the goals of NCYEI is feasible.

4.2

4

5

2-5

I understand the process and key steps for NCYEI.

4.2

4

4

3-5

I know what is expected of me for being part of
NCYEI.

4.2

4

4

3-5

I am happy to contribute my time and effort to
ensure success of NCYEI.

4.8

5

5

4-5

I am able to contribute my time and effort to
ensure success to NCYEI.

4.6

5

5

3-5

NCYEI fits well with my work.

4.7

5

5

4-5

NCYEI fits well with my passion.

4.7

5

5

4-5

I am excited about what NCYEI can accomplish.

4.8

5

5

4-5

A reflection activity called “Pieces of the Puzzle” allowed for attendees to provide what they
felt were some of the most important takeaways from the Visioning Day event. Themes
included a focus on strengthening the community, including being community- focused and
working with the community, general focus on youth, the importance of unification and
ownership, making sure to listen to all voices, and positive emotions and behaviors that the
group should strive for, including trust, hope, and love.
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Implementation
Project Activities
Several strategic activities occurred between November 2018 and July 2019 to cultivate
trust, relationships, community engagement, and formalization and mobilization of work in
29203 to foster police-community relationships (Table 4). Common threads across the
activities included bringing together of law enforcement and community members and
partners in positive interactions and improving the wellbeing of the youth in the community.

Table 4. COMPASS Activities
Activity
Compassionate Acts
Program (CAP)

Date
Ongoing

NCYEI Kick Off

November 2018

Visioning Day

April 2019

Description
A program to enhance the impact of police
officers by providing expanded resources,
tools, and knowledge to assist those they
serve. CAP provides officers with ready access
to resources that they can give out to people
they interact with. CAP includes Greg’s
Groceries (providing boxes with enough food
to feed a family of 4 for a week), Warm the
Winter (providing winter coats), and Cool the
Summer (providing bottles of water).
A meeting and of community stakeholders
(police, community organizations, community
leaders) to discuss the vision for partnership in
North Columbia and the North Columbia Youth
Empowerment Initiative.
A convening of community partners, leaders,
community members, to discuss the shared
vision for the North Columbia Youth
Empowerment Initiative. Definitions of youth
safety and empowerment were discussed.
Relationships between stakeholders were
mapped. Needs, resources, and capacities
were discussed.

Mission DreamPossible May 2019

A youth day event providing activities, guests,
and vendors to provide youth with information
about future career opportunities.

Welcome Table

An evidenced-informed series of conversations
around trust-building and the history of racism
led by the SC Collaborative for Race and
Reconciliation with the NCYEI steering
committee.

June-July 2019
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Farmday Funday

June 2019

A community event focused on healthy food,
including meal distribution, cooking
demonstrations, and activities.

Summer Series

July-August 2019 Four afternoon events, once a week, held at
two high need housing communities where
police and community members could engage
in fun activities together (e.g., water fun day,
cookout, sports day).

While some activities were part of the initial NCYEI implementation plan, adaptations were
made based on formative evaluation learnings. One example of an implementation change
was the summer series events.
Challenge. Trust in the NCYEI steering
committee (and involved police) by the
29203 community needed to be built.
Solution. We helped build trust
between 29203 residents and the
NCYEI steering committee. First,
community members voicing attitudes
of “here today, gone tomorrow” in
response to a new group coming to
work with the community led to the
formalization of the NCYEI steering
committee.
A summer series of events was held to
provide fun and casual opportunities for police and community residents to interact. The
summer series was strategically held each week for four weeks, alternating between weeks
at two high need housing complexes in the community. This allowed the NCYEI and engaged
police to meet residents where they lived and demonstrate consistency. These events
involved fun activities including a water fight, cookout, and sports.
Evidence of Success. Table 5 shows the engagement of partner organizations and
individuals in the NCYEI. In particular, it shows engagement by people who live in 29203
and by formal involvement in the steering committee.

Table 5. Engagement in NCYEI
Number of organizations represented
Total engaged individuals
Partners who attended at least 1 meeting or helped facilitate an
event
Average number of meetings attended or events attended in a
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support role
People who have formally joined the steering committee
Average number of meetings attended by formal steering committee
members
People whose zip code we have recorded
People who live in 29203 zip code
Steering committee members reported living in 29203*
Total hours of engagement

69
5.16
43 (22.3% total)
19 (9.8% total;
44.2% of recorded
zip codes)
8 (4.15% total;
11.6% steering
committee)
978.25

*There number of community members who attended and took active leadership roles in the NCYEI steering
committee increase substantially at the end of July 2019. However, many who attended did not sign in or provide
contact information initially. Therefore, this number is an underrepresentation of current community member
steering committee membership.

Beyond blanket engagement in steering committee meetings, we can also see how where
increases in meeting attendance occurred. The spike in meeting attendance at time point 22
in Figure 1 occurred directly after the summer series of events. Several neighborhood
leaders became engaged in NCYEI through the summer series and began regularly
participating in meetings. Moreover, these community leaders actively recruited other
community members to come to meetings. This shift, towards an even more community-led
base, resulted in the ability to move more strategically towards actions to address
community needs.

Figure 1. NYCEI Meeting Attendance Over Time

Meeting Attendance Over Time
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Lastly, qualitative data arose that community residents were beginning to be gain more
trust and comfort with police presence and intervention in the neighborhood. A common
theme at community conversations at the end of summer 2019 was that residents wanted
more police presence in the community. Police officers also reported evidence of increased

trust in police. There has been a history in the community of residents not calling the police to
intervene in potentially dangerous altercations. However, following a number of NCYEI events
that facilitated more police-community interaction (Farmday Funday, Mission Dream Possible,
and three of the four summer series events), police were called about a heated argument
occurring at one of the community housing complexes where the summer series events were
being held. While the argument unfortunately resulted in a fatal shooting before police could
arrive, officers on the NCYEI steering committee were encouraged that police had been
contacted in an attempt to prevent violence.

Evaluation
While we took an overall formative evaluation approach to the COMPASS initiative in 29203,
we also planned to evaluate where the community and stakeholders were in terms of
readiness and relationships using the RMC2 and RC models. However, there were particular
considerations with data collection that needed to be addressed and which led to some
major adaptations and lessons learned.
Challenge. Measuring readiness and
relationships through a formal survey
was cautioned as culturally
inappropriate—specifically “A very white
thing to do.”
Solution. Though a comprehensive
readiness and relationship survey based
on the R=MC2 model for organizational
readiness and Relational Coordination
(RC), was developed and vetted with the
NCYEI steering committee, we did not
use it. The draft survey for community
partners can be found in Appendix A.
Instead, “dot surveys” were conducted at
community events. Questions were
placed on large pieces of paper, and community members placed a sticker, or dot, next to
the responses they most agreed with.
Additionally, strategic listening sessions were held to provide residents and police
opportunities to voice their concerns, needs, and hopes for the community and policecommunity relationships. These included one-on-one conversations and group sessions.
Sixteen listening session recordings were transcribed.
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Evidence of Success. Examples of dot survey responses are shown in the tables below.
Overall, the adapted method demonstrated good response rates and useful information
about the community’s feelings of hope, trust, safety, and resource access. Qualitative
feedback about a particular event garnered some of the most powerful support for the dot
survey method. One community resident responded to the question what did you like best
about today’s event? By stating that her favorite thing was that “Right away, you wanted to

know what I thought [with the dot survey].”
Summer Series 1
Tour de Columbia 7.24.19
Very
Questions
Poorly
Not Good or Bad
How safe do you feel in
your community?
2
6
I like to play with my
neighbors
3
4
I can be something
when I grow up.
1
5
I like my community.

1

Very Good

Total

49

57

47

54

52

58

46

54

7

▪ 86% of participants reported feeling “very good” about the level of safety in their

community.
▪ 87% of participants reported feeling “very good” about liking to play with their
neighbors in their community.
▪ 90% of participants reported feeling “very good” feeling like they can “be something”
when they grow up.
▪ 85% of participants reported feeling “very good” about liking their community.
Summer Series 2

Colony Apartments
Meeting 7.28.19

How would you rate North Columbia on:
Not Good or
Very Poor
Bad
Great

Total

1

2 3

4

5

6 789

10

Hope

1

2 1

1

0

1 101

2

Trust

3

1 1 0

0

1 0000

Safety

2

10

1

1 000

1

6

Resources

3

1 2

0

0 000

0

6

0
0

10
6

▪ Participants were fairly evenly split on how they rated North Columbia on “hope.”
Responses tended towards the extremes (“very poor” or “great”), with fewer
responses near neutral.
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▪ Participants rated North Columbia more negatively on “trust,” “safety,” and
“resources,” with “resources rated particularly poor.

Summer Series 3
Very
Poorly

Not Good or
Bad

Very Good

Total

How safe do you feel in your
community?

0

14

40

54

I like to play with my neighbors.

3

12

44

59

I can be something when I grow
up.

0

4

46

50

I like my community.

0

10

45

55

Questions

▪ 74% of participants reported that they felt “very good” about safety in their

community.
▪ 75% of participants reported feeling “very good” about liking to play with their
neighbors in their community.
▪ 92% of participants reported that they felt “very good” about their potential to “be
something when I grow.”
▪ 82% of participants felt “very good” about likling their community.
Farmday Funday
How highly do you rank North Columbia on the following values:
Very
Poor
Outstanding
Scores

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

10

Hope

8

4

4

4

12 13 11 16

9

32

113

Trust

16

12 11

9

11

12

7

17

112

Safety

23

11 8

9

11 10 10 10

7

28

127

Resources

10

10

38

120

6

6

8

8

6
8

7

Total

9

11 10 13

▪ 28% of participants rated North Columbia “outstanding” for hope.
▪ 15% of participants rated North Columbia “outstanding” for trust, while 14% of
partpciapants rated trust “very poor.”
▪ 22% of participants rated North Columbia “outstanding” for safety, 18% of
participants rated safety “very poor.”
▪ 32% of participants rated North Columbia “outstanding” for resources.

The listening sessions not only provided information about stakeholders’ perceptions of
police-community relationships and readiness to collaborate, but acted as a method for
promoting relationships through deeper understanding. For example, a listening session was
held with a mothers group in the community where the mothers voiced frusteration that
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police were dismissive of their concerns and even preventing or addressing crimes because
the area was known for dangerous and criminal activity. One mother said, “My house got
broken into. They kicked the deadbolt down and the police came 45 minutes later. The
police said “what did you expect? Look at the neighborhood you live in”. In the real world
you're supposed to take fingerprints, but I ended up feeling worse after they came than
before. And my house ended up getting broken into again and I didn’t even call the police. I
felt like calling the neighborhood crackhead because he could protect me better than them.”
Based on the concerns and mistrust raised by the mothers group,the chief of police asked if
the mothers would be willing to talk with him. A conversation was scheduled, bringing the
community mothers group and the police chief together.
Another solution to address capturing readiness concerns was to glean themes from the
steering committee meeting notes. Notes included topics of the meeting and paraphrased
and verbatim quotations. Earlier meetings focused more on the needs of the steering
committee and the community, with topics moving to relationships and readiness issues
over time. Table 6 shows the themes, whether they relate to needs, relationships broadly,
or specific readiness subcomponents, and examples of the discussion on that theme. This
analysis process demonstrated the changing focus of the NCYEI steering committee over
time as unified understanding and needs were identified, relationships were strengthened,
and the steering committee moved to considerations of readiness.

Table 6. NCYEI Meeting Themes
Meeting Themes
Need for different
options to address
youth crime
Needs broadly
Parents need
resources

Readiness/Relationship/Needs
/Resources
Relative advantage,
Innovativeness

Needs
Needs

Quotes/Ideas/Paraphrases
Youth as young as 10 are being
recruited into gangs. The options
are to either arrest them or let them
go. What if there was a different
option?
Seeing Visioning activity
“By working in the school system, I
know how out of control children
can be. Not saying the parents are
bad, but the parents don’t have the
resources that they need. It’s a
generational issue.”, 2) "What was
missing for me? We have to find a
way to empower the parents as well
as the kids. As a recruiter, I knew
what it was like to look for a kid who
didn’t have a parent, a dad. I knew
how to get them to sell drugs for
me...Once we figure out how to get
parents engaged, we need to teach
them parenting skills. They don’t
know what signs to look for. They
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can’t tell if their kid is in a gang."

Desire to bring
people/orgs/groups
together

Interorganizational
relationships

Improve
relationships

Intraorganizational
relationships

Create
opportunities for
youth leadership.

Needs; Interorganizational
relationships

Resources already
in the community

Resources

Readiness
assessment
Assets database
Organized Events

Readiness Measurement

Explicit Readiness

Motivation; Priority

Explicit Readiness
Explicit Readiness

General Capacity; Structure
General Capacity; Process
capacities

Explicit Readiness

General Capacity; Culture

Resources/Relationships
Readiness

Maybe Serve and Connect can draft
letters and send them to churches
to invite them to these meetings. 2)
Missing 50% of the people at the
table 3) We must bring the kids to
the table!, 3) list of who else to
engage 4) inviting youth to the
steering committee meetings, 5) the
idea of having someone with lived
experience brought to the table was
brought up.
can we make things more relational
(within the steering committee?), 2)
Welcome Table idea introduced
(5.19), 3) more Welcome Table
planning and establishing steering
committee ground rules, 4) more
Welcome Table planning
youth voice advisory council
development (2.19) 2) invite youth
to the steering committee meetings
(5.19)
See Visioning activity, 2) Mission:
There are many great assets in the
community. If we all work together
to achieve our shared goals, we can
make it happen faster
development of survey beginning
(2.19)
ceasefire specific asset map
North Columbia Youth Day and
Community Conversation (4.19);
It’s hard to get people to prioritize
this work.
communication processes
using data from Visioning Day
report; 2) Community
Conversations, how data was used
and communicated (5.19)
steering committee norms, using
first names
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Resource/Support System
The primary support system for the NCYEI was Serve & Connect. Serve & Connect acted as
the convener and boundary spanner, but the long term intention is that the NCYEI can
become sustainable with minimal support from Serve & Connect. While the increased
engagement and empowerment of community members is one factor, it was clear that the
relationships and trust within the NCYEI steering committee needed to be strengthened
before the steering committee would be ready to work together in the community
effectively.
Challenge. Community conversations
led to a recognition that NCYEI steering
committee members needed to develop
a shared understanding of the
historical context regarding police and
community partnerships and build
internal trust.
Solution. Serve & Connect facilitated
the scheduling of the Welcome Table
SC, hosted by the South Carolina
Collaborative for Race & Reconciliation
housed at the University of South
Carolina. the Welcome Table is a
process designed to help create
relational trust, unity, teamwork, and
cohesiveness through a group of
community members who want to improve racial relations and other problems in their
communities. Many of the formal steering committee members elected to participate in a
Welcome Table during the summer of 2019.
Evidence of Success. Participants completed a survey about their experience in the Welcome
Table. Positive changes in trust and perceived personal power of steering committee
members through the Welcome Table process were reported. As one NCYEI steering
committee members put it: ““I have more power because of the connections I have made.”

Figure 2. Impact of the Welcome Table on NCYEI Steering Committee Members
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Change in Trust and Perceived Power
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1
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Summary of Lessons Learned
Lessons learned from 29203, including the measurement of and facilitators and inhibitors
for readiness and relationships are informing the spread of COMPASS into other
communities in South Carolina, as well as how we continue to improve police-community
relationships in North Columbia.
In particular, the work in 29203 has demonstrated that trust building takes time, but an
explicit focus on relationships can build readiness to act and bolster momentum. Activities
like the community visioning day event helped to shine light on which resources and
partners were least linked with others (e.g., mental health) and provided a vital first
opportunity for community members and partners to engage with police.
The recognition of a need to develop shared understanding of the historical context
regarding police and community partnerships led to the Welcome Table SC for the NCYEI
steering committee. The conversations and activities of the Welcome Table led to higher
levels of trust and perceived personal power, resulting in effective summer series event and
community conversation facilitation by the steering committee.
The consistency of the summer series events (weekly activities in the community)
demonstrated commitment, provided informal interactions between community members
and police, engaged integral individual community leaders, and led to higher attendance of
community residents at NCYEI steering committee meetings. This heightened resident trust
and involvement led to the development of action plans for small win projects for 29203.
Despite the development of a readiness and relationship survey, steering committee
concern that a traditional survey was not culturally appropriate was heeded. The more
informal dot survey method made community residents feel heard and valued without
feeling like they were research participants.
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Next Steps
Activity Action Plan and Phase III Action Plan
Beyond spreading successful strategies to other COMPASS communities, there are some
specific plans for even more strategically supporting and fostering the work in 29203. First,
a six month plan has been developed around an identified need in the community: food
insecurity (see Appendix B). With the growing levels of trust and strengthened relationships
in NCYEI, community members and community partners feel ready to work together to
address this goal through the planning and implementation of a neighborhood food pantry.
Working together on this small-scale project will demonstrate “observability” for NCYEI to
use the strengthened relationships to bring together resources and enact actual change in
the community.
Additionally, as we move into Phase III of COMPASS, data will be gathered and findings
shared with stakeholders to foster mobilization of partners. Activities will be structured on a
quarterly basis and guided by the use of a Quality Implementation Tool (QIT), which is a
rigorous, systematic approach to quality implementation planning (Wandersman, Chien, &
Katz, 2012). The use of the QIT will provide structure to community-driven implementation
efforts and will also provide valuable process evaluation data regarding the quality of
implementation efforts.
Measuring Readiness
One of the primary lessons learned was that traditional measurement strategies for
readiness and relationships were culturally inappropriate and potentially detrimental to the
relationship and trust building efforts. The dot survey method was successful, and we plan
to continue to refine and utilize that method at community events to capture readiness
more explicitly.
In addition, we will be developing an innovation configuration map (IC-Map; Hall and Hord,
2020) to operationalize what levels of readiness for key aspects of the COMPASS work looks
like. The IC-Map will be used with the NCYEI steering committee.
We will be developing readiness vital signs, brief higher level indicators of capacity and
motivation that can be completed frequently. The vital signs may be administered along
with the rapid feedback form, at the end of each steering committee meeting. The purpose
of the readiness vital signs will be to identify if/when major changes in readiness occur. In
this way, Serve & Connect can have timely information about whether or not extra supports
are needed and can in turn respond quickly to address inhibitors to readiness.
Finally, qualitative methods and storytelling appear to be strong strategies for
understanding the nuances of readiness and relationships between the community and
police, which are also historically and culturally relevant to residents of 29203. We plan to
utilize more automated methods of qualitative data analysis, such as Natural Language
Processing (NLP), to be able to more quickly assess and take action based on qualitative
data.
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Appendix A

Hello, friend!
My name is Kassy Alia Ray. I am the CEO and founder of an organization called Serve &
Connect which is a nonprofit organization focused on igniting positive change through police
and community partnerships. I founded the organization several years ago when my husband,
Greg, who was a police officer, was killed in the line of duty. I knew nothing could bring him
back, but felt called to do something to bring together police and community in a new way.
What we have learned over these three and a half years is that our goals are more the same
than they are different – that we want our communities to be safe, our families to be protected,
and our children to thrive – and that by working together, we can make communities healthier,
happier, safer places for everyone.
As part of this work, we have been honored to work closely with leaders, change makers, and
residents in the North Columbia community, which is defined as the 29203 zip code. Our focus
is on working together to improve youth safety. That is why we have reached out to you.
As a change maker in the community, your work directly impacts youth and families living in
North Columbia. We want to learn from you - what do you think are the greatest needs in the
community? What are the greatest strengths? And how can we best work together to create a
community where all kids can thrive?
This survey is a part of our efforts to better understand what is going well in the community and
identify ways we can work together to build a healthier, happier, stronger community for
everyone. Findings will be shared with you and others to guide our next steps… together.
If you have any questions, comments, concerns, or ideas, please reach out to me anytime. Our
phone number is (803) 760-7617 and my email is kassy@serveandconnect.net.
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It is a joy and a gift to work with you to create a bright future.
With thanks,
Kassy Alia Ray

Part 1. Getting To Know You
Thank you for your willingness to take part in this important work! We’d love to start by hearing
more about you.

1. Where do you work/what organization do you represent?
__________________________________________________________________
2. I have worked in North Columbia/with people who live in North Columbia…
● Less than 1 year
● 1 to 5 years
● 5 to 15 years
● More than 15 years
3. Do you live in North Columbia (29203 zip code)?

Yes

No

4. If yes, I (select all that apply)
● Live in North Columbia now
● Have lived in North Columbia in the past
● Have family that lives in North Columbia
5. What does promoting youth safety in North Columbia mean to you?
Part 2. Safety in North Columbia
Next, we would love to learn more about safety in North Columbia.

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements:
Scale: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree

1.
2.
3.
4.

I feel safe in North Columbia.
I feel North Columbia is safe for children and adults.
People watch out for each other in North Columbia.
If I witnessed a crime in North Columbia, I would report it.
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5. What do you think are the greatest needs when it comes to youth safety in North Columbia?
Part 3. Community Trust
Next, we would love to learn more about trust in North Columbia.
First, we are interested to know your perception of overall trust in North Columbia.
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements:
Scale: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree

1. This is a close-knit community.
2. If your family has an important problem, people around here care.
3. People in this community can be trusted.
4. People around here are willing to help their neighbors.
Second, we are interested to know your perception of trust between community and law
enforcement in North Columbia.
Please indicate how often the police in North Columbia:
(*Indicate if it has happened to you or if it has happened to someone you know. Provide space
for elaborating answer)
1. Overstep the boundaries of their authority.
2. Treat citizens with respect (*provide examples of what respect looks like).
3. Treat everyone the same.
4. Are honest when interacting with citizens.
5. Explain their decisions to the public when asked to do so.
6. Give citizens a chance to voice their concerns and opinions.
7. Behave impartially when interacting with citizens.
8. Overall, I have trust in the police in North Columbia.
9. Overall, members of the North Columbia community trust police.
10. How would you describe trust between law enforcement and the community in North
Columbia?
11. What suggestions do you have for enhancing trust between law enforcement and the
community in North Columbia?
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Part 4. Accessibility of Resources
Next, we are interested to hear how accessible resources for promoting youth safety are in
North Columbia. In this case, resources can be financial resources, community resources (e.g.,
social services, city services), or people resources (e.g., access to decision makers).
4.1. What do you think are the greatest assets or most important resources available for
promoting youth safety in North Columbia?
4.2. What do you think are the biggest gaps in resources for promoting youth safety in North
Columbia? What do you wish there were more of?
Overall, how easy is it for you to access resources you need to support youth safety in North
Columbia?
[1-5 scale, 5=very easy, 1=very difficult]
4.3. Financial resources (e.g., funding)
4.4. Community resources (e.g., social services, city services)
4.5. People resources (e.g., decision makers)
Part 5. Partnerships for Youth Safety
One of our goals through this work is to promote stronger partnerships among community
leaders, organizations, and residents. We believe that when we work together, we strengthen
our ability to promote youth safety.
Please respond to the following questions to help us understand how well you feel the following
groups work together or do not work together to support youth safety in North Columbia.

⬜

Business

⬜

City Services (e.g., transportation, parks and recreation)

⬜

State Social Services

⬜

Community Supports/Non-profit organizations

⬜

Court System

⬜

Faith Based Organizations
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⬜

Housing

⬜

Healthcare (Mental and Physical Health)

⬜

Local Government

⬜

Local Schools

⬜

Universities
Law Enforcement

Scale: 1 = Not Nearly Enough, 2 = Not Enough, 3 = Just the Right Amount, 4 = Too Often, 5 = Much Too Often

1. How frequently do people in each of these groups communicate with you about youth
safety?
2. Do they communicate with you in a timely way about youth safety?
3. Do they communicate with you accurately about youth safety?
4. When there is a problem with youth safety, do people in each of these groups blame
others or work with you to solve the problem?
5. Do people in each of these groups share your goals for youth safety?
6. Do people in each of these groups know about the work you do with youth safety?
7. Do people in each of these groups respect the work you do with youth safety?

Part 6. Readiness to Work Together
Finally, we want to better understand how ready we are to work together to promote youth
safety. We appreciate that a lot of things, like time, trust, and man power, can impact how willing
and able each group is to work together to promote youth safety in North Columbia. For each of
the following items, we would like you to consider your organization. For example, if you
represent the parks and recreation department, we are interested to know how ready you and
your colleagues are to engage in this work.

First, on a scale of 1-10, how important is promoting youth safety to your organization?
[insert 1-10 scale with 10=very important]
Next, we would like to learn more about how willing and able your organization is to work with
other partners in the community to promote youth safety. This may look like developing action
plans together, sharing resources, or supporting one another in efforts to ensure that youth
have what they need to thrive.
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1. People in our organization have the knowledge and skills needed to work with other
community partners to promote youth safety (KSA)
2. There is an important person(s) in our organization that strongly supports/encourages
partnerships with other stakeholders to promote youth safety. (PC)
3. Our organization is very supportive of working with other stakeholders to promote youth
safety. (SupClim)
4. Working together with community stakeholders is a better strategy for promoting youth
safety than what is currently being done. (RelAd)
5. This is the right time for our organization to be working with others to promote youth
safety. (Compat)
6. Working with others to promote youth safety fits well with the culture and values (what we
think is important) of our organization. (Compat)
7. It is difficult for our organization to work with others to promote youth safety. (Simp)
8. There are so many things involved in working with others promote youth safety in North
Columbia that it is hard to see how it can be done. (Simp)
9. Our organization can test, little by little, new ways to work with others for promoting youth
safety. (Pilot)
10. By working with others to promote youth safety, our organization will be able to see
benefits to the community. (Observ)
11. Working with others to promote youth safety in North Columbia is one of our group’s top
three things that are important to us. (Prior)
Next, we would appreciate learning more about your organization overall.
12. People feel good about being in our organization. (Climate)
13. Our organization is open to change in general. (Innovativeness)
14. It is clear how our organization gets and uses money and people’s time. (RU)
15. People put in extra effort to make sure our organization succeeds. (Culture)
16. Our organization has enough of the right people to carry out our projects. (Staff Capacity)
17. The leaders in our organization are effective. (Leadership)
18. The way our organization is set up makes it possible to do things well (for example, how
people work together, how meetings are run, etc). (Internal Op)
Overall, what do you think the greatest challenges are to promoting collaboration among
community stakeholders in North Columbia?
What do you think will help promote partnerships among stakeholders?

Finally, if successful, what do you hope North Columbia will look like in 5 years?
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Appendix B
Looking Ahead: North Columbia Youth Empowerment Initiative 2019 3rd Quarter
Action Plan: 9/12/19
Vision: Ongoing collaboration grounded in community safety partnerships that a) address
root causes of crime and b) promote safety, resilience, and well-being.
Key targets for change include:
● Trust
● Communication
● Shared Responsibility and Ownership
● Enhanced Access to Shared Resources
2019-2020 Campaign
● Action Projects: Implement at least 1 and up to 3 action projects that focus on
achieving shared goals that address root causes and cultivate a thriving community
environment
● Capacity Building: Strengthen the capacity of local leaders and partnerships through
tools, training and support
● Community Building: Foster cohesion, trust, and shared pride
Goals by March 2020
Action Project

•

The North Pointe Food Pantry will be up and running serving at
least XX (need to determine a concrete number) people per
week

Capacity Building

●

The power map will be functional with at least 100 entries of
available local resources and an implementation plan for
sustained use
A community calendar will be up and functional for the Booker
Washington Heights community that facilitates opportunities
for education, support, and connection
A community ambassador plan will be developed and initial
funding will be secured for training and compensating local
leaders with a plan for implementation Summer 2020

●
●
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●
●
●
Community Building

●

A police training model will be developed with plans for
implementation Summer 2020
A youth advisory committee will be engaged and meeting at
least monthly
An evaluation dashboard will be in active use by community
partners to inform data-driven decision making
There will be growing pride and engagement with a messaging
and marketing plan that focuses on collaboration, shared
power, elevating local voices, and action for promoting a
community where everyone can thrive

Action Steps: September - December 2019
Sept 2019

•
•
•
•
•

Est. name, mission, vision for North Pointe Food Pantry
Convene key partners for Food Pantry
Have an approved structure for power map with at least 15 entries and
an MOU
Create initial We Are the North marketing plans
Secure city and county buy-in and support

Oct 2019

•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan for Bountiful Harvest
Develop implementation plan for North Pointe Food Pantry
Establish youth advisory committee
Begin outline on CEO/Community Ambassador training Model
Initial spread of We Are the North
Complete initial NCYEI evaluation and set long term goals

Nov 2019

•
•

•
•
•

Host Bountiful Harvest
Begin implementation plan delivery on North Pointe Food Pantry
including identification of supporters
Continue development of CEO/Community Ambassador model
development
Initial spread of We Are the North
Dashboard development
Implementation of the Community Calendar

•

Ribbon cutting for North Pointe Food Pantry and celebration

•

December
2019
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